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Skybright is plunged into the terrifying Underworld where demons are bred, while Stone, stripped of

his immortal status, must find a way to close hell&apos;s breach before more mortals die.

Meanwhile, Zhen Ni, Skybright&apos;s former mistress and friend, is now wed to the strange and

brutish Master Bei, and she finds herself trapped inside an opulent but empty manor. When she

discovers half-eaten corpses beneath the estate, Zhen Ni worries that Master Bei is not all he

seems. As Skybright begins the dangerous work of freeing Zhen Ni with the aid of Kai Sen and

Stone, nothing can prepare them for an encounter so dark that it threatens to overtake their very

beings.
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Amazing sequel that surprised me at many turns. I loved that it included more character points of

view! I adored so many of the characters in the first book, so to see them get their own chapters

was amazing in this wonderful second book. I've heard it's just a duology, but I really think there

could be a third. I hope they give Cindy Pon a chance to write more in this world because I think

there's so much more story to tell!



It's hard to come up with much more to say than that, but as delighted as I was to discover that

Serpentine (the first book) existed, I was even happier to learn about the existence of this second

book in the series after devouring the first in a morning. It wound up in a different place than

expected, the juggling of three perspectives was handled well, and the depiction of the book's

setting was great.

What an incredible journey! I miss the characters already and I'm hoping with all my heart there will

be a third instalment. This story was so well written, with breathtaking imagery and

edge-of-your-seat suspense, I could not put it down. The autor has left me missing a world i feel so

connected to, even though I've never been. Excellent read!

A great conclusion to an awesome duology! I wish she would write more about this world (and

Skybright) but I am more than happy with how Skybright's story ended. Definitely some bittersweet

moments, but totally worth it.

One of the best fantasy novels I have read in awhile. Greatly ramps up the pace and the amount of

Magical going ons from the first book, with new villains and major events happening. A great book.

Wow! What did I just read? No, really - IÃ¢Â€Â™m so glad I read the second book in this series,

sequel to Serpentine. I was drawn in from start to finish. The characters, now all more

fully-developed, were truly fascinating. IÃ¢Â€Â™m excited to see where this author takes us next!

Absolutely enjoyable and filled with magic from another world. Definitely worth checking out,

especially for younger readers

This was a great book and I loved how it ended. I would consider it a worthy successor to

Serpentine and I hope that the rest of Pon's books will be this great.
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